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Meeting Participants 

Committee Members 

9 Matthew Eisenberg, Stanford Hospital & Clinics, Co-Chair 
9 Laura McCrary, KHIN, Co-Chair 
9 Brian Ahier. Medicity 
9 Rich Brennan, NAHC 
9 Marc Chasin,  St.  Luke’s  Health  System 
9 Peter Devault, Epic 
9 Lorraine Fernandes, IBM 
9 Aaron Goldmuntz, Center for Medical Interoperability 
9 Andy Kling, Geisinger 
9 John Loonsk, CGI Federal 
9 Paul Matthews, OCHIN 
9 David Mendelson, IHE International 
9 AJ Peterson, Netsmart 
9 Erik Pupo, Deloitte  
9 Alisa Ray, CCHIT 
9 Matt Reid, AMA 
9 Renee Smith, Walgreens 
9 Ronnie Solomon, ECRI 
9 Christina VanRegenmorter, Centerstone 
9 Keith Willard, Surescripts 

 
Invited Subject Matter Experts and Carequality Support Team 

9 Hans Buitendijk, Query WG Co-Chair 
9 Mariann Yeager, Healtheway Chief Executive Officer 
9 Michelle Whitecar, Healtheway 
9 Jen Rosas, Healtheway 
9 Karen Chan, Clinovations Government Solutions 
9 Steve Gravely, Troutman  
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Meeting Summary 
Call to order 
Discussion Summary: Roll call was facilitated to identify the Advisory Council members 
and invited SMEs and Support Team. See list of participants noted above.  

Decision / Outcome:  N/A 

Action/Follow up: None 
 

Review of Agenda 
Discussion Summary: The agenda was reviewed with the Advisory Council. It was 
noted that the agenda is quite full and there is the potential that the meeting will expand 
to a 90 minute time frame in the future. 

Laura McCrary was introduced and welcomed as a co-chair of the Council. 

Decision / Outcome:  N/A 

Action/Follow up: Updated meeting invitations will be sent that reflect 90 minute 
meetings. 

 
Meeting Minutes 
Discussion Summary: Members were asked to voice any questions or concerns 
regarding the meeting minutes. All were in favor of approving the meeting minutes. 

Decision / Outcome:  Meeting minutes from the AC Kick off call were approved 

Action/Follow up: Meeting minutes will be marked as final and minutes will be posted on 
the Wiki. 

 
Steering Committee Updates 
Discussion Summary: Brief  updates  were  provided  regarding  the  Steering  Committee’s  
work and outcomes of the all day 9/30 meeting.  

Carequality is not intended to be a network, but rather to provide a framework and 
process for networks to communicate with each other. The focus should be on the 
ecosystem as a whole, grounded in practical realities, with a targeted focus to make 
progress in the interoperability space. 
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Steering Committee is not looking to develop new standards but leverage existing 
standards. It was also stated that the Steering Committee cautioned about how far it 
should add to the testing/certification ecosystem. While there should be a mechanism to 
validate the requirements, there are many ways to do that.   

It was acknowledged that communication is essential to maintaining transparency. As 
such, Carequality will hold monthly communication calls.  A summary of the 
communications plan was presented to the Advisory Council.  

The Steering Committee provided guidance to the Query Workgroup and the Trust 
Framework Workgroup. From the discussion, the Query Workgroup decided that it will 
work on the lowest hanging fruit – document-based query exchange and RLS. An 
important guidance given to the Trust Framework Workgroup was that the rules of road 
established will be legally binding, although how that gets operationalized is still in 
discussion.   

Decision / Outcome:  N/A 

Action/Follow Up: None 

 
Trust Framework Workgroup 
Discussion Summary: The Advisory Council was informed that the Trust Framework 
Workgroup met four times between September and October. During that time the Trust 
Framework Workgroup revised the trust principles based on feedback it received from 
the Steering Committee and the Advisory Council. 

An overview of the principles of trust was provided. As a reminder, the presenter stated 
that the principles of trust is a set of universal set of trust that will be binding on any 
organizations that try to implement Carequality use case. The universal principles of 
trust are binding to all implementers and the customizable principles will apply to all but 
the matter in which they are implemented will depend on the use case.  

It was explained that the Query Workgroup will develop detailed implementation guides. 
Any implementers interested in implementing the use case, they will be required to 
comply with the principles.  

A question was asked about data provenance: When an organization sends data to 
another organization, what can the organization that received the data do with it?  Can it 
provide data to another organization, like a health plan?  A response to the question 
was that, based on a use case, the Workgroup will identify for what purpose (e.g., 
treatment, research, etc.) data can be used. The Implementers themselves will not be 
able send out a query and build a database to monetize the data or use the data for 
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themselves; rather they are the conduit for users who have legitimate need under the 
permitted use under a use case.  

The updated Trust principles will be distributed to the Advisory Council and the Steering 
Committee on 11/26 for review and to provide additional input. There will be a short 
period of time for the Advisory Council to review the revised version of the principles. 
The final draft of the trust principles will be presented to the Steering Committee by 
12/4.  

Decision / Outcome:  N/A 

Action/Follow Up: The Advisory Council to submit their comments on the principles to 
admin@carequality.org.  The Trust Framework Workgroup will work to clarify the 
language around the flow down requirements for clearer understanding of the principles.  

 
Query Workgroup 
Discussion Summary: A short-term roadmap was shared with the Advisory Council. It 
was stated that the short-term focus is to harmonize the current document exchange to 
develop consistent protocols for exchange across the networks. The Workgroup is in 
the process of creating an inventory of existing document query capabilities across the 
networks and record locator services (RLS) capabilities. They are also working to 
develop a set of criteria to evaluate the capabilities.   The definitions of simple query 
and RLS were reviewed and a draft marketplace inventory survey presented 

In the short-term, the Workgroup is looking to identify and adopt high value capabilities 
to enable document-based query.  While in the long-term, the Workgroup will be looking 
to expand its work to examine data-element level and to incorporate trust principles.  

In response to a question about bridging technologies (how to connect one that is using 
XCA with another entity that is using FHIR), the presenter responded that it will 
determine what the commonly used capabilities are and then determine ways to bridge 
different technologies.  

An Advisory Council member stated that there are a lot of activities around radiology 
imaging and it would be good to see that articulated in the survey. The presenter 
thought that can be part of the long-term roadmap.  

Decision / Outcome:  N/A 

Action/Follow Up: The Advisory Council was asked to provide comments on the survey 
and the implementation guide to admin@carequality.org by November 10; The survey 
will be sent to Joyce at HIMSS; Carequality to obtain a copy of the HIE survey eHI 
recently completed to see if there are opportunities to collaborate.    

mailto:admin@carequality.org
mailto:admin@carequality.org
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Performance Measures  
Discussion Summary: The Steering Committee requested that the Advisory Council 
work to identify  potential  metrics  to  measure  the  Carequality’s  progress  in  achieving its 
mission. An initial draft should be submitted to the Steering committee on 12/3.  

Decision / Outcome:  A subgroup of interested individuals will meet separately to 
discuss ideas for performance metrics. 

Action/Follow Up: The Advisory Council members that are interested in serving on a 
subgroup to develop the metrics were asked to submit their interest to 
admin@carequality.org.  
 
Next Steps  
Discussion Summary:  It was reminded that the next meeting will be held on 12/3. 

Decision / Outcome:  N/A 

Action/Follow Up: The Advisory Council agreed to extend the meeting time from 60 
minutes to 90 minutes to allow sufficient time for meaningful discussion.    Updated 
meeting invitations will be sent. 

 
The meeting adjourned at 3:03 pm EST.  
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